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COMMUNITY NEWS & EVENTS
Campbell River Genealogy
Society Regular Meeting
April 1 @ 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
This will be a Zoom Event
This Education Feature will be hosted by our
own Bob Scales. An interactive event.
: Genealogy Ethical Dilemmas and Fact or
Myth
The public is welcome!
Please check out our CRGS website or
Facebook site for zoom invitation.

Tour De Plant

Garden Club Plant Sale
End of the driveway, Covid style
Fri. April 30 from 3 to 7pm
Saturday, May 1 from 10 to 3 pm
Sunday, May 2 from 10 to 3 pm
Locations will be end of driveway style with
a list of participating addresses posted in the
next Discovery Islander
Plant sales by donation. Money will be used to
host speakers at future Garden Club Meetings.
At the end of the weekend, unchosen plants
will be passed on to Quadra Legion for their
Plant Sale.

NEW e-Bikes

Are now in!

Quadra Island
Recreation Society
AGM

Wednesday May 6th at 7:00 pm.
Please register attendance via email
to: info@quadrarec.bc.ca to receive a
zoom link to the meeting.

Way to Go

Join us for monthly Monday Zoom meetings
on the following topics, 7 to 8:30 pm.
Apr. 19, More about psychedelics for
terminal distress. Contact Margaret margaret.
verschuur@gmail.com to receive the Zoom
invitation.

Emergency
Firewood

The Emergency Firewood program is still
happening every Wednesday afternoon from
12:30 to 2 p.m. at the Community Centre.
If you run out of firewood and can’t afford
more, we have some available, however this
is not going to supply your entire firewood
needs for the rest of the winter. We do need
volunteers to cut, split and stack wood. People
with chainsaws are especially needed. Social
distancing applies. For more info call or text
Sandy 250-202 5928.

Rare Opportunity

COVID Vaccinations

Quadra Island Local Vaccine Clinic for
people 80+ & Indigenous people 65+
We are working to get the senior population
immunized as quickly as possible. We
are encouraging all seniors age 80+ and
Indigenous seniors age 65+ to book now for
a vaccination clinic that will take place on
Quadra on Monday, March 22.
All seniors 80 years of age and older (born
1941 or earlier), Indigenous seniors 65 years
of age and older (born in 1956 or earlier) and
Indigenous Elders:
Please call the Island Health COVID-19
immunization booking phone line 1-833-3484787 between the hours of 7 AM and 7 PM,
7 days/week. The booking agent will let you
know when and where your clinic will take
place.
You may also ask a friend or relative to book
this on your behalf. You will be asked for your
full name, date of birth, postal code, your
personal health number and a phone number
that you can receive text messages on, or an
email address that you or your family check
often, in case we need to send you important
information.
Please note: This special vaccination clinic
is for first dose vaccine appointments, and is
only available for Quadra Island residents age
80+ and Indigenous people age 65+.
As Quadra Island is a small community,
the entire adult population age 18+ will be
invited to participate in a vaccine clinic at a
future date that will be determined.
If you have general questions about
COVID-19, please visit islandhealth.ca/
covid19vaccine.

for an Intermediate or
Senior-level Accountant
to work on Quadra!

Call today to book a
Demo-Ride
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For more information
bicycle@gicable.com

Check Indeed.ca for the
job description and to apply.
w w w.discover yislander.ca
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COMMUNITY NEWS & EVENTS

AGM of QISES

The Annual General Meeting of the Quadra
Island Salmon Enhancement Society wil
take place at the Eco-Centre on April 8th
at 1.30pm. Unfortunately due to Covid
restrictions it cannot be open to the general
public. If anyone has any concerns or
questions etc. they would like brought up at
our AGM please contact Eileen Sowerby at
285 2434 before April 8th.

Collecting Beach Garbage
April is our best month for collection of beach
garbage as the weather is getting better, and
the big S.E. Storms are lessened.
Beach Clean up is difficult for many Covid
reasons, and also the fact that the CR landfill
will currently not accept beach garbage,
because landfill is near maxed out.
Getting outside on one of Quadra Islands
beautiful beaches, is good fun, great exercise,
and rewarding, as you remove contaniments
from our environment.
Stock pile at trail heads, or beach stash piles,
for later collection. As of yesterday “Spirit
of the West” has not received any word if
they were successful in getting the contract.
Fingers crossed!
Also on Facebook the “Quadra Island beach
clean dream team” is still recruiting. Join us.

Community Vision

AREA C – Discovery Islands and Mainland
Inlets of the SRD - Please share your
thoughts about our community Integrated
Sustainability Plan (ICSP) by taking a few
minutes to do the survey at www.srd.ca/icsp.
A draft vision and identified core values based
on last years community engagement has been
created and your input is key to the success of
this plan!
Submissions are accepted until April 16th.

Available at
Book Bonanza
in the Cove

www.wildisle.ca

Quadra Island

Food Guide

Have you checked out the Guide? It is a listing
of the various food producers on the island
and is a great resource to find local food. It is
currently being updated for 2021, so check it
out and expect new information and listings as
we get into the growing season.
www.qifoodguide.com
Are you a producer on the island who has
not yet connected with the food guide? If
you would like to be included, please contact
Kathryn at 285-2103 or qifoodguide@gmail.
com for more information. We want to
support our producers and promote a local
food culture!
Building for and employing
islanders since 1980

Preschool Program

Your Guides to Island
Adventure

oelle Construction Ltd
Building for and
employing islanders
since 1980

For 2.5 to 5 years

(Toilet training not required)

• BC licensed residential builder
• Custom & budget homes
• Resort & commercial buildings
• Green energy rated
• Cost effective design

School Age Program
Quadra Juniors
Kindergarten to Grade 2
Quadra Peaks Grade 3-5
Before School Care Program
K-Grade 5

Find us online

quadrachildrenscentre.weebly.com

7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Monday to Friday

250-285-3511

Please inquire about government subsidies
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• BC licensed residential builder • Custom & budget homes
• Resort & commercial buildings • Green energy rated
• Cost effective design

250.285.3783 • info@jtoelle.com • www.jtoelle.com
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Publisher/Editor Philip Stone
The DI is published every two weeks.
Our current edition and upcoming
deadlines are online:
www.discoveryislander.ca

CONTACT US

email news@discoveryislands.ca
phone 250 285 2234
mail PO Box 280 Quathiaski Cove
BC V0P 1N0
office 701 Cape Mudge Road
hours Monday – Thursday
10am to 4pm
Opinions expressed in this magazine
are those of the contributors and are
not the views of the publisher.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

We welcome items for publication on subjects of interest to the
Discovery Islands community.
Here are a few guidelines:

• 300 words is an ideal length for
community announcements.

• Articles do not need to be sent as
attachments. Simply send the text
in the body of your email.
• Canadian spelling is preferred.

• Please use the title of your item
in the email subject line. We get a
lot of items called 'DI Article'.

• Remember to include credits
and captions for photos & artwork.
WHILE EVERY EFFORT IS MADE TO INCLUDE
ALL ITEMS SUBMITTED, ERRORS AND
ACCIDENTAL OMISSIONS MAY OCCUR.

ISLAND FORUM

Harvesting within the Hyacinthe Creek Watershed
In 2022, Mosaic Forest
Management is proposing to
harvest Block 12-116, which
covers 13.47 ha (approximately
34 acres) located in eight
openings along the south side
of Hyacinthe Creek. Proposed
Block 12-112, south of Mud
Lake, is slated for harvesting
this year. The following is a
shorter version of the letter
sent to Mosaic’s Domenico
Iannidinardo, Vice President,
Forest & Logistics and Chief
Forester, from Quadra Island
Salmon Enhancement Society.
Dear Sir:
Quadra Island Salmon
Enhancement Society (QISES)
is a non-profit organization
established in 1981 to protect,
maintain and restore Quadra
Island salmonid fish stocks and
their watersheds.
McKercher Creek, locally
known as Hyacinthe Creek, is
the second largest watershed
on Quadra Island at 1583.4
ha. The mainstem, which
parallels Walcan Road, is
almost 4 kilometers long with
several tributaries, including
McKercher Creek which drains
a substantial area west of
Hyacinthe Bay Road and flows

Gorgeous Ocean View Home

Ocean-view home on stunning ½ acre
lot. Self-contained 1 bdrm bsmt suite.
Detached 12 x 24ft foundation awaiting
your ideas; studio, greenhouse or another
suite! 2 yr old J.Toelle Home still under
warranty. Minutes walk to services & ferry
in Q.Cove. $749,000.

GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS

Are available for delivery in Canada
by mail $90 for 12 months
Local Voluntary Subscriptions are
welcome to help support the DI,
suggested: $30 per calendar year
Find more details online at
www.DiscoveryIslander.ca
COPYRIGHT 2020
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

NEXT DEADLINE

7pm Monday, April 12
for publication on
Friday, March April 16, 2021
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into Hyacinthe Creek below
the road crossing. Hyacinthe
Creek is one of two premier
streams for spawning chum on
Quadra, and very important as
spawning and rearing habitat for
coho. In a comparison of chum
salmon streams monitored by
Department of Fisheries and
Oceans in Area 12/13 (South
Quadra to Port Hardy), based
on a 12-year average, Hyacinthe
Creek ranked 10th out of 34
streams, many of which are
much larger in volume and
watershed drainage.
Since 1985, Quadra Island has
experienced three extended
cycles of below average
precipitation: from 1985-1990,
1998 to 2005 and 2015 to 2019
(plus year 2010). During
extremely dry years, summer
fry rearing habitat diminishes
substantially due to lack of
instream flow, and stranding
of coho fry frequently occurs
at unusually low water levels
(volunteers routinely rescue
coho fry from the wetland
outlet north of proposed Block
12-116 and in Tan Creek north
of Block 12-112). Fall runs
of returning chum and coho
are being restricted access to
spawning grounds by lack of

Successfully selling real estate on Quadra Island since 1995

Heidi Ridgway
Your Resident Quadra Island Realtor®
tel
cell

water, allowing heavy predation
by river otters. In more recent
years, we’ve found leeches
attached to the gills of chum
salmon which are holding in
the estuary due to low water
levels. According to DFO, the
average 12-year escapement
(in Hyacinthe Creek) for coho
(2008 to 2019) was 31; the 4-year
average escapement (2016-2019)
was 6 coho.
In 2017, we were forced to drain
the small pond maintained
at our EcoCenter for rearing
coho fry and educating visitors.
Abundant fresh water from
McKercher Creek was used to
supply the pond, but water levels
became so low during extreme
drought years that the pond
literally dried up, stranding
the coho fry which had to be
relocated. We decided not to
stock the EcoCenter pond due to
unpredictable water availability.
This decision was partially
responsible for the closure of the
EcoCenter to summer visitors.
Over the years, QISES has
contributed considerable work
and funds towards maintaining
and enhancing Hyacinthe
Creek’s viability as a salmon
stream. In 2004, QISES
initiated a long-term Drought
Proofing Program, funded by
Pacific Salmon Foundation and
Vancouver Foundation, with a
two-pronged approach: to store
winter precipitation and regulate
flow release through the drier
periods; and to create more

Mobile Mechanic
Heavy Equipment & Automotive
service and repair
Welding and Fabrication
Shop located on Quadra
By appointment only

250-285-2217
250 202-2217

Heidi@QuadraIslandRealEstate.com

www.QuadraIslandRealEstate.com
w w w.discover yislander.ca

250-285-2215

wolfdenmechanical@gmail.com
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ISLAND FORUM
instream pool and associated
cover habitat. In summer of
2005, instream work was carried
out by building weirs of rock and
stumps to create more diverse
riffle and pool habitat, thus
improving spawning and rearing
capability. This summer we are
planning similar enhancement
work downstream of Hyacinthe
Bay Road, as well as a section
further upstream in 2023.
For the past 15 years, we have
been using Mud Lake, Reed
Lake and a large wetland (north
of Block 12-116) as reservoirs,
releasing the stored water
downstream through a series of
waterlines during the summer
months to support coho fry
and cutthroat trout viability.
We welcome frequent beaver
activity at the outlets to these
waterbodies as their dams
can add winter storage to the
system. Much volunteer work
is needed annually to maintain
this water control system so vital
to Hyacinthe Creek. The dry
summers we have experienced
are quite a challenge for keeping
adequate flows in the stream.
During extreme fall and winter
rainfall events, the intact forest
canopy is very important in
preventing flash flooding and
subsequent damage to fish
habitat. Living forests hold
precipitation within the canopy
and extensive root system,
releasing moisture slowly, while
a logged-over forest releases
moisture quickly without the

same water-holding capacity. In
fact, it is well documented that
more than 50% of all rainfall
never reaches the ground in a
mature forest scenario, instead
being absorbed by the canopy.
This not only results in a delay
of water transfer downslope but
also significantly reduces the
opportunities for slope erosion,
subsequent sediment transfer to
the stream and infilling of pools
required by summer rearing
coho fry. In addition, these high
water events exacerbate the
siltation problem from runoff
along Walcan Road.
There is no way of knowing
how much these fluctuations
are due to climate change,
logging within the watershed
or a combination of both.
Either way, trends strongly
indicate the likelihood of less
summer and early fall water
availability; therefore, it would
be prudent and consistent with
the precautionary principle to
prevent any further dewatering
of Hyacinthe Creek by
diminishing the forest cover
within the watershed.
We believe that harvesting
Block 12-116 and the northerly
portion of Block 12-112 (adjacent
to Tan Creek), as well as building
new roads into the area, will
directly impact the flow regimen
of Hyacinthe Creek. Therefore,
we are asking for a deferral of
any further road building and
timber harvesting on lands
draining the north and south

sides of Hyacinthe Creek,
including Mud Lake, Reed Lake
and the wetland north of Block
12-116. In addition, we urge you
to seriously consider suspending
forestry activities in the area
of the proposed Quadra Island
Research Conservancy, since
this area encompasses most of
the Hyacinthe/McKercher Creek
watershed.
We genuinely appreciate the
cooperation and communication
we have shared with Mosaic
(Timberwest) in the past,
allowing us to provide feedback
prior to roadbuilding and
harvesting in areas that are in
proximity to fish habitat. But,
we cannot emphasize enough
how strongly we oppose your
proposed logging plans in the
Hyacinthe Creek watershed.
Whether or not the future
control of this watershed lies
with Mosaic and TFL 47, We
Wai Kai Nation, or a Research
Conservancy, the Hyacinthe/
McKercher Creek watershed
is of the utmost importance to
QISES.
Sincerely,
Janis McLean,
On behalf of Quadra Island
Salmon Enhancement Society
Board of Directors

Creek Walkers

A recent article in the Times
Colonist Islander and also Hakai
Magazine caught my attention.
It describes how decades of cuts
to salmon monitoring leaves
BC scientists uncertain about
health and numbers of salmon
populations.
Fortunately on Quadra we have
an aging but active volunteer
group of creek walkers. We
also have a state of the art
computerized counting system
on our most important watershed
at Village Bay Lakes.
We are also carrying out a
long-term lake temperature and
oxygen level project at the lakes.
In conjunction with the Trails
Committee and We Wai Kai
we have completed a habitat
improvement and education
facility on Drew Creek, we are
also planning another one on
Hyacinthe Creek.
QISES would welcome new
members to help us with these
and other projects.
Pete Calverley

View Lot in Quathiaski Cove

Offering Quadra's most diverse
set of building skills...
Let us manage all your
home improvement dreams.

Renée
Stone
Lovely 1/4 acre ocean & mountain view lot in Q Cove.
Ready for your plans. Cleared with new drilled well
& approved septic site. Enjoy warm afternoon and
evening sun on this quiet rural lot, perfectly located
walking distance of the ferry, shops, school and
services. Just steps away from the waterfront.

250.203.8652

For free inspiration
call Blaine Smith

$259,000
Mls 867051

250.202.6299

quadrablaine@gmail.com
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Forest Industry Review for
Discovery Islands

If you live here, if you recreate on the water, if you operate a scenerydependent tourism business, or if you care for any other reason… Here
is an important opportunity for our local community to comment on
logging in the visual corridors of the Discovery Islands.
The government’s Sunshine Coast Natural Resource District Visual
Quality Objective Review (SCNRDVQO Review) is underway. A
strong community response can help reduce the size and frequency
of clearcut logging visible from marine corridors throughout these
islands.
The stated objective of this Review is to determine a level of viewshed
protection for scenic corridors important to the tourism industry,
residents, and recreational users. The area under review is essentially
the entire viewshed from the east side of Quadra Island – the outer
Discovery Islands (Cortes, Read, Maurelle, Raza, Stuart, and Redonda
Islands) and mainland mountains which are part of the Sunshine
Coast Forest District. (Quadra and Sonora Islands are in the Campbell
River Forest District and not included in this VQO Review.)
Like most FLNRORD processes, the review is complex and full of
acronyms, but here’s a short summary for real people: All of the
public “Crown” land within the Discovery Islands has a Visual Quality
Objective (VQO) designation. (You can search online to see the 5
VQO classifications: Guide to Visual Quality Objectives in BC.) The
VQO does not stop logging, but it limits how much is visible from a
given vantage. Allowable visual-impacts range from Preservation
(no logging is visible) to Maximum Modification (unrestricted and
highly-visible.) Most of the Discovery Islands have a VQO classification
of Partial Retention, which is the medium classification. With Partial
Retention you can see the logged area but the size of the opening is
limited.
Most forest Licensees design cutblocks to the maximum allowable
for their VQO designation. For marine wilderness tourism operators
and most recreational users, Partial Retention is still quite visually
disruptive. Most marine tourism businesses support increased
viewshed protection through higher VQO designations of “Retention”
and sometimes “Preservation”.
You can view FLNRORD’s current proposed VQO maps here: ftp://
ftp.for.gov.bc.ca/dsc/external/!publish/2020_DSC_VQO_GAR
Marine based wilderness tourism in the Discovery Islands supports
a $50 million per year industry and employs hundreds of people.
Increasing visual protection to VQO Retention or Preservation goes
a long way to protecting scenic values for tourism, with only modest
impacts on the forest industry. It also protects beauty that we all
appreciate.
Your comments can be simple. Please email:
Derek Lefler, District Manager, SCNRD
Derek.Lefler@gov.bc.ca
Submitted by Ralph Keller

Feeling Like an Old-Timer
Imagine Quadra and the Discovery
Islands without a newspaper. I can't.
I've been reading the D.I. since
it's inception in 1993. The earliest
edition I remember had a charming
cover photo of my friend's young
daughter with her white puppy. It
was a thrill to see her on the cover
and read about her. The same little
girl is now an accomplished young
women with school age children
of her own, living on one of the
Outer Islands. Time flies.
Local newspapers like ours on
Quadra are rare. No other small
community on the North Island
has one. Gold River and Sayward
don't even have a food store, let
alone a local newspaper.
The Discovery Islander's content
is largely made up by Islander's
contributions who deliver a steady
supply of informative, thought
provoking, often witty, sometimes
provocative reading.
I read last week's D.I, March 19th
edition, cover to cover. There were
several great letters including: one
offering a sensible and elegant solution
to the beach fire ban, another about
the Schellinck development proposal,
reminding me of the importance of
protecting our Community Plan,
and another letter describing a local
family's long standing defence of their
livelihood fishing wild salmon. I
also read a fulsome report from our
Regional Director and as always, I
thoroughly enjoyed Ann McLean's
brilliant and wry commentary on
recent political events.

Like the library and many other
services and amenities we enjoy
on Quadra, our local paper helps
keep our community strong. It
tells us about ourselves and helps
form our Community identity.
It informs residents and visitors,
it is a resource, a reference and
a megaphone, and it offers an
opportunity for individuals
to express their aspirations
and dissatisfaction in a forum
accessible to everyone in our
Discovery Islands home.
Unlike digital news, a newspaper
is public and it has a physical and
material presence, it can be read
again whether passed on or found
on a bench, in a recycling bin, in
the bathroom or on a car seat, at
the Laundromat or read one last
time before it is rumpled up to light
the evening fire in the woodstove...
perhaps many months later.
I hope people never entirely
abandon the newspaper
format for swiping. I wish all
communities could enjoy a
newspaper that is as relevant and
vibrant as the Quadra Island D.I.
Digital news sources are different
than newspapers and cannot
replace the unique community
service a paper delivers. And let's
be honest, it's just fun reading
about ourselves and seeing
photographs of our friends and
neighbours. That's why I'm
looking forward to the next
edition (751) of the D.I.
Anita Brochocka

Spring is here!

Time to get your boat and motor tuned up

Call Frank today for an appointment to protect
your investment and keep this season cruising...

Cortes Radio
Drop in and tune out
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R EGIONAL DIR ECTOR’S R EPORT
I hope most of you have gotten your
power back after last night’s NW
“breeze”! I think we had about 10
outages across the island. Very unusual
that it didn’t get us, but I’m not
complaining!
On another topic, I will be inserting a couple
of website addresses to avoid taking up the
amount of room it would take to print the
press releases . Hope they work for you.

Covenant mistake

I’d first of all like to note that a possible
conservation covenant infraction that was
passed on to SRD staff was investigated and
found to be completely false. Staff will have
written a letter of explanation to the land
owner. They have done a good job of keeping
to the original covenant. Since it is between
them and the SRD, the SRD was obligated to
have a look.

Quadra Hydro truck

The brass, a crew and a beautiful truck came
to Quadra and visited the three sites that
were lined up for them to inspect concerning
suitability. They spent most of a day dealing
with the site visits and I just talked to the man
in charge at Hydro and they are in discussions
with one of the owners and are expecting
something very soon. Sure could have used
them last night. I will let you know as soon as
I have any word back from them.

Development Variance
Permit saga (DVP)

A DVP was applied for in the Open Bay
Area a couple of months ago and caused
quite the stir! It went through the Board and
didn’t pass but the applicants were given
the opportunity to try and work with staff
to make it legal. It was to allow a family to

have their two adult sons live on the island
and work from home. This is something I
have promoted for many years! Keep the kids
here and start businesses remotely. So the
applicants may not have followed the rules as
closely as they might have but in the end I do
not want to lose this opportunity to help our
island grow sustainably.
A compromise was considered but staff
reffered it to lawyers and it was said to
not be workable. So the only option if we
wanted to proceed with providing both
jobs and housing for youth was to go back
to the original application and approve
it. That is what we did and I hope that the
neighbourhood will understand and agree
with me that this was a good way to proceed.
It is very hard to make all of the people happy
all of the time. I do my best!

Wood Chipping - Community
Resiliency Grant through UBCM
This is a very welcome initiative but has a
major flaw that the community and I have
been fighting since announcement. The
following report was presented to the Board
on the 24th:
“The Regional District was successful in
receiving $203,803.94 through this program,
a portion of which was allocated to providing
free curbside wood debris removal (chipping)
to electoral area residents. Under the terms
of the grant, wood waste processed through
this program must be disposed of at a suitable
facility and not returned to residential
properties or the forest where it could present
an ignition hazard. (We disagree on this
point)
The Regional District has been made aware
of concerns over the current UBCM policy
regarding wood waste disposal as some
residents would like to keep their woodchips
for use on their own property rather than

BY JIM AB R AM
have them transported to another location.
The UBCM has advised that an amendment
to the current policy would need to be
initiated by the Regional District before
being considered by the UBCM or other
agencies and that there is no guarantee that
an amendment would be accepted.
The following alternatives are
therefore offered for the Board’s
consideration:
Option 1 – Request that the current
UBCM policy be eliminated. In this case, if
successful, the requirement that woodchips
be removed from access by homeowners or
the public would no longer apply.
Option 2 – Request that the current UBCM
policy be amended. This alternative presumes
that there may be circumstances where a
degree of oversight by the UBCM is still
required with respect to the manner in which
wood chipping debris is managed.
I suggested that we do both option one and,
option two as a fall back position and to also
follow up with a conference call with all the
approving authorities as suggested by UBCM
as another possibility.
We made the motion at the Board and it
passed and I am confident we can convince
UBCM of the efficacy of using the chips
onsite rather than shipping them to CR
or Comox with transport fees and a larger
carbon footprint. We’ll see!

Connectivity progress

Following on page 9 of this DI is a press
release put out by the Provincial Government
regarding our much loved connectivity issue.
This is their release and we will have a more
detailed one in a few days concerning how
this will effect our areas. I can’t release all of
those details since we dealt with the issue in
camera. So wait for it!

Trauma & Abuse
Counselling Centre
Professional individual counselling
by appointment. Ages 5+

NORTH ISLAND SURVIVORS’
HEALING SOCIETY

CALL 250-287-3325
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R EGIONAL DIR ECTOR’S R EPORT
Integrated Community
Sustainability Plan Survey and Workbook
Well, after a year and a half of waiting for
the consultants to get back to us with the
document that is supposed to guide the
development of our Quadra OCP and Zoning
bylaw and the Outer Islands OCP and Zoning
bylaw, we have finally received what I feel
is a substantially inferior document. The
most upsetting part was that it went to the
public via internet prior to my viewing it in
detail and making suggestions. Yes, I am
disappointed. To wait so long to receive
something that should have taken far less
time to develop is upsetting.
I filled mine out in a very critical manner
since it missed the point of the exercise
entirely. And as an aside it was distributed to
tourists. Now, I certainly want to hear from
them on how our community should develop
over the next 10 years, don’t you? (Sarcasm
intended).
The document can be found here:
https://srd.ca/projects/icsp/
Unfortunately, what will not be found there,
is any recognition that Area C documents
are made up of OCP’s and Zoning bylaws
for BOTH Quadra Island and for the Outer
Islands (Read, Maurelle, Sonora, Rendevous,
Stuart, etc). This is why we went through this
$70,000 process in the first place! We needed
a kick-start to get going on this very daunting
task. The document does not even mention
the Outer Islands! The only reference to
anything that they may feel is related is their
use of the words “Rural Area C” a number
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of times. That could mean Granite Bay or
Bold Point or any other remote area. Did I
mention that I was disappointed???
I can only hope that our population will see
how flawed and amateurish the process is
and will fill it in accordingly, expressing your
dismay with the lack of understanding of
what the process was supposed to be. The
Outer Islanders are irate since they were
ready to start their new OCP a year ago!
They have big plans for sustainability and for
seniors staying in place. Please do your best
to try and reeducate these folks. My fondest
wish would be to get a refund of our money!
Well, I guess that’s it for this report. Oh
well, onward and upward. Hope you are out
enjoying Spring.
While I am still recovering from my
broken back injury, please continue to use
email, jimabram@xplornet.ca , or my home
phone of 250-285-3333 (for the time being).
I post the occasional item on myFacebook
page only for your information, but I will not
be debating issues on that forum. Please DO
NOT post items of an SRD nature on that
Facebook forum. I will not respond. It can
take as many hours as there are in a day to
keep up.
Respectfully submitted
Jim Abram
Director, Discovery Islands - Mainland Inlets,
Area C - Strathcona Regional District
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NEWS & EVENTS
Activities Suspended at Strathcona
Gardens, Sportsplex & Campbell
River Community Centre
In response to new Provincial Health Order,
Strathcona Regional District and the City of
Campbell River are temporarily suspending
all indoor adult group physical activities until
April 19th at this time. Amateur youth sport
and group activities following viaSport phase
2 guidelines continue.
Strathcona Gardens will continue to offer
the following individual exercise, with safe
physical distance maintained:
• Private one-on-one fitness sessions
• Private skating sessions
• Pre-registered lane swimming and public
skating
• All children and youth programs are running
Both the City and Strathcona Regional
District appreciate the community’s patience
and support as service levels are adjusted
to comply with the evolving public health
requirements. As new information is
available, details will be posted online at www.
strathconagardens.com/covid-19 and at www.
campbellriver.ca/covid-19 and through the
City’s and SRD’s social media channels.
For the most recent province-wide
restrictions visit www.gov.bc.ca/
covid19restrictions
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Major Connectivity Investments for Coastal Communities

VICTORIA - A wave of
connectivity investments this
year will bring improved internet
performance and reliability to
people living in many of B.C.’s
coastal communities.
“We’re rolling up our sleeves and
joining with communities, First
Nations and service providers to
usher in a new age of connectivity
along B.C.’s stunning coastline.
Improvements to internet access
will begin to arrive this year,
unlocking opportunities for
people, families and workplaces
in coastal areas,” said Lisa Beare,
Minister of Citizens’ Services.
“Connectivity brings the world
to our doorsteps. Together, we
can ensure people in coastal
communities have the internet
access they need.”
People in coastal communities
like Cortes Island, Bella Coola,
Skidegate, Zeballos and Quadra
Island will benefit from faster
and more reliable internet access
as part of StrongerBC: BC’s
Economic Recovery Plan.
The Province expanded the
Connecting British Columbia
program in September 2020 with
a $90-million grant to encourage
investment in broadband and
cellular infrastructure to benefit
people in rural and Indigenous
communities throughout B.C.
“People throughout the North
Island and Discovery Islands will
soon have access to the same
opportunities as many others
because of the projects being
announced today,” said Michele
Babchuk, MLA for North
Island. “I’m pleased to see we are
approaching a day when everyone
on our coast has the internet
access they need. Our region
is in the midst of significant
economic shifts, and connecting
communities to high-speed
internet brings opportunities for
more diverse economies with
good, stable jobs well into the
future.”
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“Coastal First Nations hold
the keys to transforming B.C.’s
economic and well-being future,”
said Christine Smith-Martin,
executive director, Coastal First
Nations. “As communities along
the central, north coast and Haida
Gwaii get connected through
high-speed internet and included
in B.C.’s ever-growing digital
opportunities, there is a wealth
of cultural wisdom, prosperity
and world-renowned stewardship
leadership that will accelerate
our member Nations’ collective
vision in building a conservation
economy while protecting our
environment. As ‘connected
Nations,’ we look forward to
working with the Province to
create a better future for our next
seven generations.”
Internet service provider
CityWest will receive more than
$10 million from Connecting
British Columbia to enhance
connectivity for more than
2,800 households in places like
Whaletown, Granite Bay and
4 mile, as well as communities
within the territories of the
Haida Nation, Nuxalk Nation,
Ehattesaht First Nation and
Klahoose First Nation.
“We’re thrilled to be part of this
opportunity to expand into some
significantly underserved areas of
the province, many of which will
be hooked into our new undersea
fibre Connected Coast project,”
said Stefan Woloszyn, CEO,
CityWest. “We have heard from
community leaders about how
connectivity is critical to foster
growth in the digital economy
and navigate the challenges of
the COVID-19 pandemic. The
Strathcona Regional District
and communities have worked
tirelessly with us to improve
connectivity for people on the
coast.”
CityWest is also a proponent
behind Connected Coast
Network, a $45.4-million
investment in coastal

connectivity funded in part
by the Connecting British
Columbia program. This
ambitious project will bring a
fibre-optic connection to coastal
communities on Haida Gwaii,
Vancouver Island and between
Prince Rupert and Vancouver.
“During the COVID-19
pandemic, alternative, remote
forms of educating students have
never been more important.
Overcoming connectivity
limitations helps us achieve our
education goals and keep students
engaged,” said Sean Rogers,
director, Bamfield Marine
Sciences Centre. “We are looking
forward to taking advantage of
emerging technologies that rely
on connectivity infrastructure.
Improved internet access will
bolster our research capacity to
study climate change predictions
in the ocean ecosystem.”
Investments in connectivity
are part of StrongerBC: BC’s
Economic Recovery Plan, which
can help coastal communities
take advantage of the Connected
Coast Network project. People
in places like Masset, Queen
Charlotte, Seaford and Bold Point
will be able to enjoy a direct fibre
connection to their homes when
the Connected Coast Network is

completed and their community
is connected to a proposed
landing site.
Connecting British Columbia
is also helping Shaw
Communications improve
internet performance for people
living on Mayne, Pender and
Galiano islands with a grant up to
$341,100 toward project costs.
“As people continue to work,
learn and connect with family
and friends online, having a
reliable internet connection has
never been more important than
it is today,” said Paul McAleese,
president, Shaw Communications.
“Partnering with the provincial
government has been essential
in ensuring the residents and
businesses of Mayne, Pender
and Galiano islands have access
to the connectivity they need to
work, learn, and stay connected to
friends and loved ones from their
homes.”
The Province continues to
welcome internet service
providers’ applications to the
Connecting British Columbia
program’s Economic Recovery
Intake. Funds from the program
will benefit people in hundreds of
rural and Indigenous communities
throughout B.C. this year.

QUADRA ISLAND REAL ESTATE TEAM
JUST LISTED...SALE PENDING:
BOLD POINT ACREAGE! $317,000
•4.9 acre property located in the Bold
Point subdivision•Shared driveway
and shared well in place•Approved
septic area awaiting a septic system to
be installed•Owner has done some
updates including a roughed-in circular driveway and 10’x10’ deck•Peaceful
property with mixed topography•Come enjoy quiet Quadra Island living!
Bill Bradshaw

PERSONAL REAL ESTATE CORPORATION

Sarah Bradshaw
www.quadrarealestate.ca
PHONE 250.285.3293
TOLL FREE 1.877.735.3293
FAX 250.285.3292
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Gabbing About

Gardening

Gabbing about Gardening
continues to bring great guest
gardeners to gab about all kinds
of gardening topics via zoom.
Funded by donations, Gabbing
about Gardening is dedicated to
connecting gardeners around the
world.

Monday, April 5 at 3:30 pm:
Carolyn Herriot Gabs about
Food Gardening.
Carolyn is the author of the
bestselling A Year on the Garden
Path: A 52-Week Organic
Gardening Guide, The Zero-Mile
Diet: A Year-Round Guide to
Growing Organic Food and, most
recently, The Zero-Mile Diet
Cookbook: Seasonal Recipes
for Delicious Homegrown Food.
Her practical and timely tips will
boost gardeners’ confidence as
we plan and plant our spring and
summer food gardens.

Monday April 12 at 3:30 pm:
Dr. Nancy Turner Gabs about
Native Plants & Indigenous
Gardeners.
Dr Turner is an ethnobotanist
and distinguished professor in the
School of Environmental Studies
at the University of Victoria and
a research associate with the
Royal British Columbia Museum.
She has authored, co-authored,
or edited many publications
in the areas of ethnobotany,
traditional ecological knowledge,
and sustainable resource use in
Canada and British Columbia,
including more than 20 books
and 40 book chapters. She is also
a gardener, a lover of the earth,
and a deep appreciator of the
wisdom of plants and the First
Nations peoples who have taught
her so much.
Join our Gabbing about
Gardening FaceBook page for
all the zoom links. For more
information call Lucretia at
250-285-2213 or email lucretia.
schanfarber@gmail.com
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The Heart of Community Water Tanks
When I’ve asked people “What’s
missing in your life?” the
response I’ve heard most often
was Community.
Well, I don’t necessarily hear
that on Quadra. In the five years
I have lived on the island, I’ve
been impacted by the degree to
which people help one another.
I’ve come to know people whom
I can call on for ‘gardening
advice’ (you know who you
are!); people who volunteer on
the trails committee; individuals
who made the Community
Lunch happen to name but a
few. It’s all part of what makes
Quadra... well, Quadra! Research
shows us that people knitted into
the fabric of community suffer
less isolation while experiencing
improved mental health.
Charles Eisenstein in his book
Sacred Economics states
that Community is woven
together through gifts. Quadra
exemplifies that mantra. A
month ago, we put out a request
for friends, neighbours and
businesses to support our
Seniors in being housed in
the new, soon-to-be occupied
building. In three short weeks
we are almost at $50,000 in
donations towards items that will
make a difference in the lives of
our residents. It’s extraordinary
how our community comes
together. There is so much heart
in this community of ours.
People can gift time, treasure or
talent.
Most significantly, a group of 22
artists has generously donated
beautiful pieces of Art to support
our Seniors Housing project.
Due to COVID considerations,
the Art Auction will take place
online - from April 9 to 11. The
Children’s Centre has generously
offered to support the operation
of the auction - just another
example of community spirit.
We greatly appreciate this
particular collaboration as I

believe we have a responsibility
on Quadra to support this
valuable organization, as well as
assist our elders.
Help us Bring our Seniors Home.
Further donations can be made
at www.qishs.ca
Owen Williams
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Going Fast

ICAN Water Team has 7 water
tanks left from our new load of
28. If you are wanting to get one,
now is the time!
The tanks are about 40x46 inches
and 49 inches high and cost $200
each. All are food grade, have
metal frames, and include a cap for
a hose attachment. They are great
for harvesting rainwater from your
roof this Spring. Book Bonanza
has a book by Rob Avis, Essentials
of Rainwater Harvesting, for sale
or you can borrow a copy from
Quadra Library. You Tube has
some good videos about rain water
harvesting, too.
Our goal is to help Quadra save
water. Get a tank to help water
your garden this Summer! If you
are interested or have questions,
please email dunnjudy@hotmail.
com or call Jude at (250)285-2302
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ISLAND FORUM - R ICK SCHELLINCK R ESPONDS
I have tried to make it a policy not to react
to inflammatory remarks and statements
directed at me through the media.

Unfortunately, as my attempts to bring forth
my rezoning proposal for a public hearing,
Once again have to read articles from the
anti-development sector which have often
had wrong and misleading information about
me personally, and of the development itself.
Mr. Nighswander’s letter in the last issue
of the Island Forum was full of incorrect
information and demonstrated his lack of
understanding of the situation. I will attempt
to correct and set straight Mr. Nighswander.
Firstly, my 158 acres is ZONED Rural
One (RU1) which is 10-acre ZONING.
The ALR portion of the property is 30
acres. Generally, ALR lands are not easily
subdivided but I notice recently, Director
Abram has supported ALR lands on Quadra
to be subdivided to10-acre lots. I am sure
Mr. Nighswander with his ALR lands is in
support of this prospect.
In the OCP (Official Community Plan),
completed decades ago when Timberwest
owned this property, the land was
DESIGNATED silviculture, with a
recommended size of 40-acres. This is not a
zoning.
Mr. Nighswander, I know you have large
tracts of land on Quadra in both the ALR
and the silviculture designation. I am sure
that when you were successful in securing
woodlot 1899, almost 1,000 acres of prime
timbered government land, the private land
you committed to the application was a major
factor for you successfully winning the bid.
It seems hypocritical that Mr. Nighswander
has removed these private lands from the
program and they are now his to control with
no obligation to the government woodlot
program. I can understand why you think

silviculture on Quadra is great. 1,000 acres of
virtually free timber, an allowable cut of over
2700 meters a year, stumpage (like a timber
tax) less than $250 per logging truck load,
some of the easiest land to log and maintain
in the province. With all the lands you hold, it
seems a shame that you can’t let this woodlot
go back to competitive bidding so some of
the less fortunate loggers on the Island could
have a chance to work it. The competitive
bid process would most likely increase the
stumpage from $250 per load to $3,000
per load. Now, that in itself is worthy of an
investigation.
The idea of protecting lands when necessary
is a good one. I contacted the government
and was given some percentages of land use
on Quadra Island. Over 60% of the Island is
managed forest including Tree Farm License
47 held by Timberwest and the numerous
crown woodlots. Adding in the parks and
the private lands that may still be involved
with the woodlot program the percentage
comes to over 90% of the Island. I realize that
the majority of these lands are located on
the northern 2/3 of the Island. But to lump
in small parcels such as mine at .002% of the
Island land base makes little sense. I am less
than a 15-minute walk to the Q-Cove Village
site and I can even hear the kids playing by
the community center when I am working
on my land. Timberwest sold this property
along with many other small isolated parcels
because they realized it did not work well

to manage them. With the proximity of my
property to the developed core of Q-Cove,
the size and the terrain, I doubt you could
find any professional land appraiser or
planner that would agree with you the
highest and best end use for this track of land
would be for silviculture. The silviculture
designation on my lot is only good for
restricting any kind of development. I think a
new OCP is well overdue.
When considering my development proposal
people need to weigh the amenities to the
negatives:
1. My lots average over 2.5 acres. In my
experience on lots this size a building site is
established and the majority of the lot reverts
back to forest and some to horse pasture, not
pavement.
2. The sewage system will be extended to my
development bringing much needed volume
and numbers to a system that is presently
running at far below its capacity. The
extension will also make hook ups available
to the more than 40 lots between my land and
the existing line. This will help greatly to not
only help pay for the operation of the system
but also contribute to building a fund for
repair and replacement in the future.
3. The two waterfront parks will be a
tremendous contribution to the community.
Regulations would require a park dedication
of eight acres for this development. I am
offering approximately 31 acres fully
timbered with a mix of mature and old

Java Roofing Ltd
•Red Seal Certified
•All types of roofing
•Best price guarantee on
metal roof
•On-site fabrication of metal
roof panels to any length
•Curved/ arched metal roofing
•Inspection and report
•Lifetime workmanship warranty
•Fully insured and WCB covered

javaroofing@gmail.com 250.202.2404
Box 449, Quathiaski Cove, BC
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Ocean front house,
Quadra Island
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ISLAND FORUM - SCHELLINCK
growth and over 2,500 feet of ocean frontage.
4. Trails are to be established along April
Point Road and throughout the subdivision.
5. Existing roadways will be upgraded and
paved as determined by the Ministry of
Transportation.
6. The commercial lot is 5-acres and boarders
an existing commercial lot. The plan is for
20 recreational sites with a two-week stay
period. The dock is access for the guest to
enjoy the surrounding waters, not a marina.
The sandwich/coffee bar may come in time
but only when the economics of the Island
would support it. Quadra Island lacks this
type of offering on the west side of the Island.
7. Almost half the lots will be waterfront and
the other half will be non-waterfront. Of
course, the non-waterfront lots will be more
affordable than the waterfront but affordable
is an open term. I had proposed a modular
home site (not a trailer park) with site rentals
but this idea was rejected. With high demand
and limited supply, the prices are only going
to increase.
8. The location of the property is off the
beaten track and the majority is on a deadend peninsula. Traffic will have very little
impact on the Island.
9. While lagging behind, the ferry will grow
with demand. But it should also be noted that
this development will be in phases over the
next 5, 10 or even 15 years.
10. If the rezoning is successful then the
application for subdivision will commence.
The economic gains to the local community
will be massive; millions of dollars spent
on roads, sewer lines, pump stations and
hydro lines. There will also be the millions in
spin-off of house buildings, site excavations,
landscaping, building supplies and the
support needed from the local businesses, all
generating jobs over the next 15 years.
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One item that keeps arising is how I acquired
this land. This is my business, but others
seem to think it has bearing on the proposed
zoning changes that I am seeking. So here it is
in a reader’s digest form:
1) Approximately 30 years ago I located
a piece of property that interested me on
Denman Island. It was 144 acres (not 80),
heavily timbered, had ocean frontage and an
old farm house.
2) After researching for a good part of a year
I discovered the property was stalled in a
28-year-old estate and had been offered for
sale a number of times.
3) Another year went by as I managed to get
all of the estate members to communicate
with each other and come to a final
agreement on a sale price. I purchased the
property in 1994.
4) Meanwhile the Denman Island
Conservancy formed with hopes to purchase
these lands with the help of the government.
I agreed to give them six months to negotiate
a settlement.
5) My land was professionally valued for
land and timber and government lands that
I researched were also valued. All I asked
for in the negotiations was value for value,
nothing more and nothing less. The six
months turned into a seven-year process.
6) The sitting government did bring
three written offers to me but they were
not satisfactory, even members of the
Conservancy couldn’t believe the offers
made which I rejected.
7) I began to log my property. After a couple
weeks the conservancy approached me
and asked what it would take for me to stop
logging. I agreed to stop and gave them a
few weeks to encourage the government
to make a fair value for value trade. The
Denman Island people NEVER blockaded
me, never vandalized my operations and
most certainly did NOT chase me off.
8) I was aware of this property on Quadra
that Timberwest had for sale. I negotiated
with the government and they helped me
secure a purchase from Timberwest of this
property. The value of my land had already
been established and I purchased District
Lot 208 from Timberwest in 2001, over 20
years ago. There was also a cash component
since my land on Denman was valued
greater than the parcel on Quadra, value for
value.
9) I discovered after my purchase that there
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had been some interest from Quadra people
to purchase this lot but my understanding
was that no expectable offer was ever made.
I met with Director Abram at that time
and assured him I would work with the
RD to develop the property respectfully.
Six months later major storms hit Quadra
resulted in 20 acres of blowdown. The
following year another 30 acres of blowdown
happened. This opened up much of the
property and I have dealt with this.
Hopefully, we can have some form of a
public meeting concerning my proposal.
I believe the people of Quadra are very
capable and could navigate a virtual meeting
but some do not. I would encourage those
who would like to see this move forward to
write the RD and voice your support. For
you that are opposed, it is your right but I
would appreciate it if you stuck to the zoning
issues and abstain from the personal attacks
and the red herrings. No development is a
poor option. Positive suggestions would be
helpful.
Rick Schellinck

The Schellinck Proposal
Many thanks to Mark Nighswander for his
excellent article on this proposal, outlining the
past history of the developer, which should
be enough to give one pause. A number of
Quadra Islanders, including several woodlot
owners, inspected Mr. Schellinck's logging
operations on Denman Island and were highly
critical. But more important than this is the
fact that the developer's proposal is of no
benefit to Quadra Island. The 51 lots that he
proposes are well outside the "core areas"
where such subdivisions are allowed by our
Community Plan. Isolated developments
like this proposed one cost the ordinary
Quadra citizen more in the way of taxes
because of road/hydro infrastructure. The
lots themselves might appeal to wealthy
outsiders primarily for seasonal use. Other
managed forest owners and woodlot licensees
generally follow the rules and do not clear
cut their land, in fact many of them facilitate
community involvement on their respective
properties, by constructing trails and
producing maps showing their location. All
the Schellinck proposal does is create division
within our community, as well as cutting off
more beach access for locals.
Heather Kellerhals
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Why Hiring a REALTOR Will Make Your Life Easier
I believe in education and sharing
information freely for the benefit of the
public. A lot of people seem confused or
just don’t understand what we actually do
and I would like to shed some light on the
topic.
What do real estate agents actually do?
We write contracts, negotiate a price and
terms for our clients, advise/ give opinion,
we constantly educate ourselves and our
clients. We spend nights worrying and rereading contracts, constantly anticipating
what could go wrong and how to protect
our clients if it does. We do a lot of free
work and are the last ones in a transaction
to be paid. The assumptions of big egos,
big paycheques and fancy cars often take
the centre stage; however, there are a lot of
activities happening behind the scenes the
public doesn’t see.
Our license is issued by the province of BC
titled “Real Estate trading services”. The
license needs to be renewed every 2 years
upon completion of several mandatory
Professional Development courses, be in
good standing (no criminal record) and of
course pay the fee.
Many people will be surprised, even some
agents, that being a real estate agent requires
much less sales than most people assume. As
agents, we owe our clients a Fiduciary Duty
which means that legally we must take our
client’s interest as the highest priority, even
if that means a loss of our own earnings.
When you go to buy a car for example, the
sales person owes you NO duty to protect
your interest. The sales person will simply
match your needs with their inventory.

When you hire an agent, the agent is
working for you to make sure you can buy or
sell your property in a safe and legal way and
that you know as much about the property
as possible.
There are 4 basic duties Realtors owe to the
public:
Loyalty- a realtor’s duty to their client is
to be loyal to them and avoid conflict of
interest. If your listing agent tells you he/
she already has clients to buy your house,
it may sound enticing but it’s a big red flag.
You have to wonder who the agent works for.
Are they working for you to get the best deal
or the buyer? The agent is supposed to be
working only for your benefit.
Full Disclosure- your realtor is supposed to
always tell you EVERYTHING that he/she
knows about the transaction, the property
and the market.
Avoid Conflict of Interest- this can be very
tricky especially in a small community
when an agent knows both the seller and the
buyer. The question is always the same- who
is the agent working for. Recent rule changes
allow agents to represent only one party to
the deal. It is easy to get carried away as we
naturally want to help people. However,
when I am selling a property for a client
and a buyer calls me to ask if I can show the
property, I will advise them to arrange the
showing with their own realtor and I will
make sure they understand who I represent
OR do what my client advises.
Confidentiality- When we represent a
seller or a buyer, same rule applies. We
cannot share information about our client’s
motivation or anything private unless our
client allows us to do so in writing. Even

Client Focused. Results Driven
Curious about the value of your home?
Call for a free valuation today.

Roman Krzaczek

Realtor®

250-285-2141

Roman@RomansListings.com

www.RomansListings.com
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after the transaction is complete, private
information should remain confidential.
In our industry there is now more than
ever before more emphasis on ethics
and protocols to protect the public from
predatory behaviours of agents. For
example, we are not allowed to ask you any
personal questions until we give you 2 forms
called “Disclosure of Representation” and
“Disclosure of Privacy”. It makes it awkward
and unnatural as a conversation starter but
in order for us to be fully compliant with the
rules we have to do it that way. Both of these
forms basically inform you of all the things I
have just written in this article.
Any agent these days needs to be also
connected and fluent in technology.
According to statistics, 90% of buyers find
their new home online. The majority of
marketing of your home is done online and
virtually all the due-diligence is done online
as well.
When hiring an agent, think about how busy
the agent is and how much time they will
dedicate to you. How many clients is the
agent working with right now? Do you want
to be the 4th client or do you deserve to have
the full attention of your agent?
Don’t be afraid of your Realtor! Ask us
questions, talk to us. Vast majority of agents
are good people that very much care about
their clients. I obviously can’t speak for all
agents out there but I know a lot of agents
and they all show a high degree of morals
and caring. What attracted me to this
industry is that I can help more people with
some of the most important investments of
their lives and it is an honour to be part of
the process.
Quick Market update:
Vancouver is seeing a market shift already.
Instead of getting 20 offers agents are
getting 2 or 3 after one weekend of
showings. In some cases, sellers receive no
offers in the first week. In my opinion we
are going into a busy spring market with lots
of inventory hitting the market in the next
4-6 weeks from now. If you’re thinking of
selling, NOW is probably the best time.
If you have any questions or suggestions,
please don’t hesitate to contact me directly
at 250-285-2141. I’m here to serve you better.
Roman Krzaczek
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POETRY COR NER
A Fragile Rock

On the new horizon, the island is sinking,
Too many people, the space is shrinking.
Time for some profit, speculators are thinking,
Others would argue, they don’t have an inkling.
Two ferry boats would not be enough,
They would soon need a bridge to bring more stuff.
More houses, more highways, more sewers, more trash.
One careless spark would reduce us to ash.
When the heavy machinery begins to rumble,
How long till the rock is a concrete jungle ?
Of this island life, what is your vision?
A forest, a farm, or a subdivision ?
A fragile rock in a storm tossed sea,
Who will decide what Its future will be?
Can this island survive the urban sprawl ?
Will the magnificent forest eventually fall?
The stewards of this place must proceed with care.
This treasured isle is precious and rare.
If fools rush in where the wise softly tread.
Soon this fragile rock would be barren and dead.
Islanders must approve any development boom
Such decisions cannot be made via zoom.
If suburban growth is forced too fast
It is too late to plan when a proposal has passed.
Why rush into excessive urbanization
More houses won’t solve our ferry frustration.
How long can our quality of life be sustained,
When the rock is stripped and it’s aquifers drained ?.
-Ann McLean

NEWS AND EVENTS

Island Class Ferry Scheduling Engagement
We are getting ready to introduce four new
Island class ships to our Campbell River
- Quadra Island, and Nanaimo Harbour Gabriola Island routes in early 2022. With two
new Island Class vessels slated to serve each
route, we will be able to double the frequency
of sailings during peak times, and significantly
increase capacity overall on both routes. With
more frequent service, wait times should also
be reduced, mitigating congestion on local
roads during peak times. To help us establish
new schedules that support this improved
service we are inviting feedback on proposed
schedules in the surveys below.
The Island Class vessels are a critical part of
our movement towards more sustainable
operations and use some of the most
advanced clean marine technology in the
world. The vessels are designed for full
electric operation in the future, once shore
charging infrastructure and funding become
available. Currently, they are fitted with
hybrid technology that bridges the gap until
that time. Introducing these ferries into
local waters immediately reduces airborne
emissions and underwater radiated noise,
and offers a more comfortable and accessible
travel experience for customers.
We look forward to hearing from you
about sailing schedules that support these
exciting new service improvements for your
community.

Two new Island Class vessels will start on the
Campbell River - Quadra Island route in early
2022. Two-ship service for this route will be
organized so that:
Both vessels will home port on Quadra Island,
i.e. both will be tied up on Quadra when not
in service.
One vessel will maintain the 16 hour service
day you experience today.
The second vessel will provide additional
service during the peak travelling hours of the
day starting at 7:30am.
We have developed a proposed schedule
for the new Island Class ships that provides
two-ship service during the busiest times. Key
features of the proposed schedule include:
Up to 59% more capacity in peak times
No changes to the Heriot Bay - Whaletown
schedule
Short breaks in the schedule in the morning
and evening to provide crew on both vessels
with their required meal breaks
We want to ensure that the schedules we’ve
proposed balance operational requirements
with community needs and are asking for
your thoughts. We look forward to hearing
from you: https://www.bcferriesprojects.ca/
islandclass/survey_tools/rt23survey

Ferry Schedule

Leave Quathiaski Cove
6:15 am
7:05 am
8:00 am
††
9:00 am
10:00 am
11:00 am
12:00 pm
1:00 pm
2:00 pm
3:05 pm
**4:00 pm
5:00 pm
5:50 pm
7:00 pm
8:00 pm
9:00 pm
10:00 pm
*11:00 pm
†

† Daily except Sundays & Dec. 25 & Jan 1.
† † Commuter sailings, expect overloads

* Fridays and Saturdays Only
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Leave Campbell River
6:40 am
7:30 am
8:30 am
9:30 am
**10:30 am
11:30 am
12:30 pm
1:30 pm
2:30 pm
3:30 pm
4:30 pm
††
5:25 pm
††
6:15 pm
7:30 pm
8:30 pm
9:30 pm
10:30 pm
*11:30 pm
†

** Tuesdays - Dangerous Cargo
No passengers or cars.
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HEALTH NOTES

Risks And Research

Over the past few weeks, whilst awaiting the Covid vaccine to come to
Quadra, I have been asked some legitimate questions regarding safety
issues and the risks of harm. People have genuine worries not helped
by sensational press headlines
No one can say there is no harm from any vaccine, but the important
consideration should be the relative risk. Fortunately, after hundreds
of millions of dosages given worldwide, we have a much better idea of
the incidence of side effects
The risk of severe allergic reactions is about 1/91,000
The risk of unexpected blood clots about 1/500.000
This compares with our lifetime risk of developing any cancer at 50%
or to be sex specific breast cancer 1/8 or prostate cancer 1/9
All humans have difficulty comprehending large numbers, it is just
the way our brains are wired. Consider the difference between a
millionaire and billionaire, what does that really mean.?
As a
simple comparison a million seconds is 11.5 days and a billion seconds
is 31.5 YEARS. The relative difference in magnitude is huge.
The risk of being struck by lightening is 1/114,000
The risk of dying in a plane crash is 1/206,000
The risk of being injured using a toilet is 1/10,000
The risk of winning lotto max is 1/33,300,000, yet we still buy tickets
I will continue to encourage people to have the vaccine but try and
put any concerns into perspective. Roughly 1/50 people will have
minor side effects. Interestingly 1/60 people given a dummy vaccine
(placebo) in early trials complained of severe side effects, which
further illustrates the power of suggestion., So if you think it will make
you ill, it probably will.
This leads onto a phrase often heard “I have done my own research”.
Sometimes this can produce useful information and I always
appreciate keeping up to date. However, it sometimes means seeing a
Facebook post confirming preconceived prejudice.
For instance, just because you know some seniors who smoke a pack
of cigarettes a day for fifty years and are fine does not mean tobacco is
benign.
In fact, the main thing that scientific rigour requires is that you
specifically do not go around looking for facts that support your
hypothesis. Because that, I am afraid, is the exact opposite of science.
What you need to do, instead, is to go around looking for facts that
disprove your hypothesis. This is what Karl Popper called falsification.

For example, the hypothesis is that “all swans are white”. I seek, and
find, only white swans. So, this makes my hypothesis is correct? No.
What science requires you do is to hunt tirelessly for black swans.
If you never find one, fine. However, you need to be aware that the
moment you do, your hypothesis has just been disproven. In real life
things are very rarely as simple as this, but that is the basic principle.
If you do not know how to critique a meta-analysis or the difference
between a phase three and randomised controlled trial, then you are
not researching, you are simply googling. Nothing wrong with that of
course but be aware of your own cognitive bias. If you only watch Fox
News or only watch CNN, you will likely develop a certain worldview.
We should all expose ourselves to arguments we disagree with. For
instance, I have a large file of sound research suggesting our current
way dealing with Covid is misguided, perhaps for another article.
Experts can be wrong. Science is littered with mistakes. it is always
worth looking carefully at the background and bias of the authors,
size of studies, who funds the research, and importantly. has it been
replicated elsewhere?
I should add a mea culpa after recently trying to summarise a complex
study into a few quick soundbites. It was not made explicit that the
study quoted (and unread) referred to young people using recreational
cannabis frequently and was not commenting on medicinal usage in
older people. There were suggestions that I am opposed to marijuana.
My views are libertarian on drugs but irrelevant. To paraphrase Hume,
you cannot infer anything regarding personal values from a statement
of facts.
Dr Steve Hughes

MARK ZIMMERMAN DESIGNS
PERSONALIZED DESIGN SERVICES
 new homes
 renovations
 additions
 site development
Two metres apart or connected
online - we can still work together

250-830-4864
mz .mark z immerman @g mai l. com
mz d es igns. ca

Matt Knoedler 250.285.2754
ISSUE 751 • APRIL 2, 2021
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Heriot Bay Tides
DATE

TIME PDT M.

02
Friday

03:53
09:02
16:19
23:47
03
05:03
Saturday 09:42
17:14
04
01:10
Sunday 06:41
10:34
18:18
05
02:26
Monday 08:21
11:57
19:30
06
03:25
Tuesday 09:35
13:37
20:40
07
04:12
Wed.
10:27
14:58
21:40
08
04:51
Thursday 11:08
16:06
22:32
09
05:24
Friday 11:44
17:07
23:18
10
05:53
Saturday 12:16
18:02
11
00:01
Sunday 06:19
12:45
18:51
12
00:41
Monday 06:42
13:14
19:37
13
01:19
Tuesday 07:03
13:42
20:21
14
01:57
Wed.
07:23
14:12
21:06
15
02:34
Thursday 07:42
14:45
21:53
16
03:16
Friday 08:03
15:21
22:45
17
04:05
Saturday 08:27
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3.3
4.5
1.0
4.6
3.5
4.3
1.0
4.5
3.6
4.0
1.2
4.6
3.5
3.8
1.3
4.6
3.3
3.7
1.4
4.7
3.0
3.8
1.6
4.7
2.7
3.9
1.7
4.7
2.4
4.0
1.9
4.6
2.2
4.2
2.2
4.6
2.0
4.3
2.4
4.5
1.8
4.4
2.7
4.4
1.6
4.5
3.0
4.3
1.5
4.5
3.2
4.2
1.4
4.5
3.4
4.1
1.3
4.4
3.5
4.0

FT.
10.8
14.8
3.3
15.1
11.5
14.1
3.3
14.8
11.8
13.1
3.9
15.1
11.5
12.5
4.3
15.1
10.8
12.1
4.6
15.4
9.8
12.5
5.2
15.4
8.9
12.8
5.6
15.4
7.9
13.1
6.2
15.1
7.2
13.8
7.2
15.1
6.6
14.1
7.9
14.8
5.9
14.4
8.9
14.4
5.2
14.8
9.8
14.1
4.9
14.8
10.5
13.8
4.6
14.8
11.2
13.5
4.3
14.4
11.5
13.1

THE DI CLASS I FI EDS

Services
THE DREAM TEAM

Carpentry, Landscaping and Concrete.
Servicing Quadra and outer islands.
dreamteamconcrete@gmail.com
250-580-1992

ROOFING

Professional Roofing Services
www.javaroofing.com
Call JAVA ROOFING at 250.204.2638

SMALL ENGINE REPAIRS

in Q-Cove. Lawn Mowers, Tractors,
Chainsaws, Trimmers, Generators etc.
Also some electric power tools. Please
call Don @ 250.285.3960.

NEXT DEADLINE

7pm Monday, April 12
for publication in DI 752
on April 16, 2021

Shops
WAYPOINT SIGNS

Signs, Picture Framing and simple
Engraving at Waypoint Signs beside
Quadra Builders. Tuesday to Thursday,
9 to noon, 1 to 4pm. Appointments
possible to suit your schedule. Friendly,
efficient, personalized service.
Quality products at affordable rates.
250.285.2815 desk@waypointsigns.com

Home & Garden
WINTER PRUNING AND GARDEN
IMPROVEMENTS
Experienced horticulturist Ryan
Nassichuk is available for winter
pruning, soil testing/analysis, and
informative and thought-provoking
garden consultations. Call or email
today to learn about bold garden
improvements that can be made during
the cool season: 250-202-2326 and
nassichuk@gmail.com

Help Wanted
HERIOT BAY INN

The Heriot Bay Inn is hiring for its 2021
Spring & Summer season. Front Desk,
Housekeepers, Prep cooks, Cooks,
Dishwashers, Servers & Bartenders,
Bussers and Hosts. email your resume
to info@heriotbayinn.com. A great
place to work! A beautiful place to be!

DI CLASSI FI EDS

Up to 35 words: $25
(incl. g.s.t.) - one time
36 to 70 words: $45

(incl. g.s.t.) - one time

Email or drop off your
ad with payment at
701 Cape Mudge Rd,
or at Inspirations
You can also pay online
at discoveryislander.ca
Questions? Email
news@discoveryislands.ca

DISCOVERY ISLANDERS

SHOP

LOCAL

w w w.discover yislander.ca
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